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By SARAH JONES

HONG KONG Buzzy fashion label Balenciaga feels it has a responsibility to use its position and popularity as a
platform for causes it cares about, according to the label's CEO.

While luxury brands often stayed out of politics, Balenciaga recently waded into partisan discourse and charitable
fashion with runway collections inspired by Bernie Sanders and the World Food Programme. As a panel during The
New York Times International Luxury Conference on Nov. 13 discussed, luxury brands are wading into political and
cause-based discourse, which could be a potentially risky move, but up-and-coming generations of consumers are
looking at a brand's values as much as its craftsmanship or heritage.

"There is a new way to be a luxury brand today," said Cdric Charbit, CEO of Balenciaga. "And I'm pleased to
represent all the brands that feel that being a luxury brand is no longer about heritage, craftsmanship and creativity.

"A luxury brand today is about of course the heritage, craftsmanship and creativity, but it's  also about the values, what
we believe in and what we stand for," he said.

Valuing values
Mr. Charbit explained that Balenciaga's recent pushes in cause-centric fashion were driven by creative director
Demna Gvasalia. Since joining the label, the designer has helped Balenciaga gain hype, which the CEO said comes
with a responsibility to promote its values.

While this messaging could be seen as alienating to certain consumers, Mr. Charbit said that the brand is not seeking
out controversy.
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Balenciaga's WFP hoodie on the runway. Image credit: Balenciaga

Along with social causes, companies are wading into sustainability, looking to change the status quo.

Lane Crawford Joyce Group president Andrew Keith said that his company has found that empowering its
employees to challenge or adapt processes has led to sustainable progress. For instance, a new executive taking
over the warehouse noticed that the hangers used for transportation of goods were creating significant plastic waste,
with 300,000 hangers being discarded each year.

The company now has given these transit hangers a more cyclical life cycle rather than discarding them after one
use.

Beyond its warehouse, Lane Crawford is working to create changes in consumer-facing fashion. Recognizing the
impact of its  3 million shopping bags per year, it has now instituted biodegradable packaging.

Sustainability is not only guiding consumers to vote with their wallets. It is  also having an impact on what kind of
talent companies can attract.

Mr. Charbit said that all of Balenciaga's job interviews today see applicants asking about the brand's sustainability
policies.

Values may also impact celebrities' and influencers' choices for brand partnerships. Steve Hasker, CEO at Creative
Artists Agency Global, shared the story of a millennial actress who turned down a multi-million-dollar endorsement
deal because the company's board members supported causes that did not align with her values.

From left, Andrew Keith, Steve Hasker and Cedric Charbit with moderator Emily Steel

Getting into the political can be a dangerous move for a brand. But sometimes brands can get active without treading
into risky partisanships.

For instance, the CAA ran a campaign about voting, which encouraged political activity without taking sides or telling
the audience who to vote for.

Political pursuit
While many question whether brands should comment on social or political issues, research shows that for
Generation Z, social justice is the way to their hearts.

In an era where social norms seem to be shifting and important social conversations are at a high, a study by
DoSomething.org found that 76 percent of Gen Z consumers have purchased or are open to buying from a brand
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based on the issues it supports. Many are now even seeking out brands, rather than finding them by happenstance,
based on social causes (see story).

There is a significant correlation between the desire for luxury goods and political conservatism, according to a
new study.

Several marketing professors at INSEAD published a paper called "How Consumers' Political Ideology and Status-
Maintenance Goals Interact to Shape Their Desire for Luxury Goods," looking to establish correlations between
political leanings and luxury consumption. The report found that conservatives tended to desire luxury goods more,
which the paper attributes to the desire to maintain their socioeconomic status (see story).

"I think that fashion as a vehicle to bring awareness to political and individual change is absolutely fundamental,"
Lane Crawford's Mr. Keith said. "And the more that fashion brings this power, that individuals can change the world."
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